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The purpose of this paper is to make clear that the concepts of cohomology and 
cohomology operations, as well as homotopy operations, are very natural ones and 
in fact arise with respect to any object or set of objects in a category which has 
enough structure for the definitions to make sense. This means, for example, that 
given an object A in a category .dwe can use the object A to form a sequence of 
algebraic “pictures” or algebraic higher order structure of the category :/taken 
relative to A. 
We confine ourselves here to the general construction of primary and secondary 
operations, carried out in the first two sections. It should be noted, however, that 
this is just the first step in an inductive process of constructing higher order 
operations. 
One important fact that emerges is that the description of primary and secondary 
operations in terms of the shape category of the inclusion functor K: {A} -.-/(cf. [4, 
71) turns out to be independent of the choice of object A in .Y’. However, the de- 
scription of these operations in terms of the category .:/itself may vary from one 
choice of object A to another, as explained in Remarks 3.18 and 3.22. 
In the third section we illustrate the general theory by giving a detailed description 
of primary and secondary operations for the case when A is 22, the integers mod 2, 
regarded as an object in the category B of groups. In so doing we amplify an 
example of Bergman [2]. In addition we show that if instead of ZZ we use the 
integers Z for the object A in 9, then there is no (nontrivial) higher order structure 
with respect o Z beyond the primary operations and Yis isomorphic to its primary 
operation algebras, taken relative to Z. This is true in general when A is the free 
algebra on one generator in a category of ($?,I?) algebras as defined in Cohn [3], that 
is, for sets on which a certain set f2 of finitary operations is defined satisfying re- 
lations E. We also indicate briefly, by an example, how our use of the terminology 
of structure and semantics is derived from that of Lawvere (cf. [6, 21). 
In the final section we show how the standard topological approach to secondary 
operations fits within the theory by showing the precise duality between the topo- 
logical case and the algebraic one described in Section 3. Thus secondary operations 
can be described in the same way as for the algebraic example except that weak 
equalizers (i.e. induced fibrations) are used instead of equalizers in the dual of 
diagram (2.2). 
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It should be emphasized that indeterminacy arises in the topological case because 
of this use of weak equalizers instead of equalizers, necessitated by the lack of com- 
pleteness of the homotopy category. In the (dual) algebraic case there is no indeter- 
minacy. 
If instead of a single object A in .-/we use a discrete subcategory {A;) of .:/and 
dualize the approach of the first two sections it is clear that we come out with a 
uniform description of primary and secondary operations with respect to any 
spectrum, e.g. by letting {A;}/ equal {K(n,n)},,,z, the Eilenberg-MacLane 
spectrum, we come out with the usual cohomology operations, but we do not 
provide all the details in this paper. 
The inductive process referred to in the second paragraph will give a clear de- 
scription of operations of the nth order in the algebraic case. However, it is clear 
that any detailed description in the topological case must remain more complicated 
(cf. Maunder [lo]) because just as going from primary to secondary operations 
introduced a weak equalizer (i.e. fibration) and hence indeterminacy, in the same 
way going from primary to (n+ 1)st order operations involves the use of n 
fibrations and hence the introduction of indeterminacy n times. 
We remark finally that even the primary operation algebras taken relative to an 
object A of a category .:/are well known and much used in many algebraic situ- 
ations. For example, let .Y be the category of rings and A the ring with 2n’ gene- 
rators xv, ye for i andj varying from 1 to n and with relations given by the require- 
ment that the matrix product of (xv) and (y,;) is the identity in either order. See [2] 
for details. Then the primary operation algebras include the general linear groups 
GL,,(R) for R E j .:/I with the usual matrix multiplication. Other classical groups can 
be obtained by taken certain other choices for A. 
In this paper we make use of Beck’s tripleability theorem, notions of structure 
and semantics due to Lawvere and acknowledge our indebtedness to Adams for his 
description of secondary cohomology operations in [ 11. 
1. Primary operations 
In this section we show how to associate a family of primary operations to each 
pair (.$A) consisting of a category ..$and an object A of .:% For this description to 
make sense we require that the coproduct I_L,v,4 exist for each set X. For categorical 
terminology we refer the reader to MacLane [8]. 
We work with a diagram 
(1.1) 
of categories and functors where {A} is the subcategory of .T/having 1~ as its only 
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morphism. The functor K is the inclusion and R is the horn functor 44, -), 
sometimes denoted [A, -1. The objects of the shape category .‘rK are the same as 
those of .rd (written 1 .oij = / ~1) and the morphism set .?&(X, Y) consists of all 
natural transformations [K-,X] + [K-, Y]. In this case thus 
.44X, Y) = Sets (P,XI, [A, VI). 
Furthermore R = [SK is the obvious factorization of R with SK the identity on objects 
and I the identity on morphisms. 
Proposition 1.2. The functor R has left adjoint L with values LX=IkExA and 
L(f:X- Y):J.I,yA+I_L YA where the latter map is the unique one such that 
(1.3) 
commutes for each XE X, where I.,. is the coproduct injection. 
Proof. Let q,y:X-+RLX= [A,.LIxA] in Sets be defined by OX = l,r:A-*J_l,yA and 
let EB: LRB =U.[A,BIA + B be the unique morphism in .:/ such that 
_LLA 
(A. Bl 
(1.4) 
commutes for all XE [A, B]. By [8] it then suffices to check that 
1~ =RE 0 ~R:R-+RLR+R and 1~ = EL 0 Lq:L+LRL-+L. 
The algebraic theory 20 of A is the full subcategory of d generated by (&A / 
ZE ISets/}. This category 20 will be known as the algebraic structure of the horn 
functor R = [A, - 1. Assume J_LtA # I_LJA for I#J (otherwise let .do be the Kleisli 
category). 
Let VI CSets”‘o’ be the full subcategory of all product preserving functors 
&J+Sets, where &,$ is the opposite category of do. A functor F : d+ ??I is defined 
by FB=[--A(,‘;, the restriction of [ - , B] to .z$. We note that SFK is essentially 
Fd C VI with domain restricted to {A } C .d$. 
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corresponding to each CI:A~UIA in ?/b there is Ga: n/GA =G(~,A)-GGA. In 
particular, for FB= [ -, Bl I~;E / ,611 there is 
(FB)a = [a, B] : [LLA, B] -+ [A, B] E Sets. 
I 
This induces a shape morphism 
[A, vBl+ ~[A,Bl+_[b4,Bl=+[A,B] (1.3 I 
in Sets ([A, n[B], [A, B]) = .5‘k( &B, B) where @ and I,U are natural isomorphisms. 
A primary operation (K, a) of type I on the category .-d-y/is the unique natural trans- 
formation 
determined by K: (A} +.dand a:A +J_LIA. The value of this natural transformation 
at BE / .d 1 is the shape morphism nrB- B given in (1.5). 
A primary operation (K, a) of type I can thus be thought of as an I-ary operation 
on the shape category since for a given a:A-LIJA there is a shape morphism 
(K, a)B: n[B-B determined for each BE ] .?I]. We may also identify the operation 
(K, a) with the induced I-ary operation 
(K,a) 0 @-I: yR= ![A, -]-[A, -]=R 
on the horn functor R. The functor F: .d-* %I is the primary functor and YI is called 
the category of primary operation algebras. 
We note that an object FBE Fdc Ej may be regarded simply as an object 
BE 1 Yk 1 = 1 d / with all primary operations (K, a) applied to B as in (1 S), for K 
fixed. Furthermore the operations (K, a) of type I are classified by (i.e. are in l-l 
correspondence with) the elements a E [A, J_LfA]. 
From the preceding we obtain the diagram 
(I.71 
where LI = FL and RIG = GA and Rlq = VA defines RI on objects and morphisms of 
VI. We call RI the semantics of &O and note that RIF= R. 
We next indicate briefly some of the terminology needed in the sequel. If a 
functor L : &+&is left adjoint to R : d* %, then we write L -I R : d+ 8. In that 
case there is an associated adjunction CL, R, q, E) where the unit v : 1 --, RL and the 
counit E : LR+l have the appropriate universal and couniversal properties, 
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respectively. The monad in .3 defined by the adjunction (L, R, V,E) is the ordered 
triple T= (RL, r,~, R&L). The category .3 r of algebras over T has objects consisting 
of pairs (X,s : RLX-X) having certain properties. Furthermore there is an adjoint 
pair LTdRT: Jr -* 1 with the same associated monad and a comparison functor 3 
K: .+JTwithKX=(RX,R&x: RLRX- RX). Let J g : A =tB be a (parallel) pair 
of morphisms in a category K A functor F : %‘+ Pccreates coequalizers forfand g if 
for each coequalizer c : FB-Z of Ff, Fg there is a unique pair (Q, e) with FQ = Z 
and Fe= c and furthermore for this unique pair e coequalizes f,g. An absolute 
coequalizer in Wis a coequalizer preserved by each functor with domain ‘K For 
further details see [S]. 
Proposition 1.8. The functor LI : Sets -, %I is left adjoint to RI. Furthermore the 
adjoint pair L -I R : .++Sets generates the same monad T in Sets as the pair 
LI -IRI : Ki+Sets. 
Proof. The counit &I : LIRI + 1 applied to GE 1 %I / is a natural transformation 
EIG : LIRIG=LI(GA)=FLGA=F( 5 A)=[-, 2 A]jd;-+G 
defined by (EIG)(UIA) : [.UIA,J~G~A]-G(UIA) with 
(EIG)( LI A)(a : LI A+ U A)=(Ga){.u)x~c~ 
I I CA 
where Ga : G(LLGAA)-*G(UIA) and {x)~~GA corresponds to the element {.Y},~~GA 
of fl GAGA whose xth projection has value x. More precisely, there is a commutative 
diagram 
VGA\ 
@C 1 _2GA 
G&LA) 
(1.9) 
for each set /with @C; an isomorphism since G is product preserving with p.,. and I.~ 
the canonical projections and injections, respectively. By definition {x ] = @C{.U ),, GA 
for the case I= GA. Clearly (Gr,){x) = (GI,~)&{x) =px{x} =x. Next we note that 
RILI =RIFL = RL and let r;l~ = q : 1 -+RL =RILI. Then as in Proposition 1.2 it is 
routine to verify that the two counit-unit identities hold and hence the functor L1 is 
left adjoint to RI. Since the first two entries of the monads (RL, q, R&L) and 
(RILI,VI,RIEILI) are the same it is sufficient to show that R&L =RI&ILI. But 
(ReL)X= [A, &LX] : [A, ,& Al-‘L%LXl 
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takes a to &LX 0 a where LX=LLx.4. Furthermore 
(RI~ILI)X=RI~IFLX=RI~I[ -,LX] 
=(&I[-,LX])A : [A, IL A]-[A,LX] 
1.4. LX1 
with (EI[ -,LX])(A)(a) = [a,LX](x)r,[A,rx] =(x) 0 a. But as in the proof of (1.8) 
the morphism [I~, LX] applied to (x) is x. Thus (x) = ELX since ELX is by definition 
the unique map such that &LX 0 lx = x for all x E [A, LX]. 
Theorem 1.10 (cf. Schubert Ill]). The comparison functor K: %‘~-tSetsr is an 
isomorphism, that is, VI may be regarded as the category of algebras over the 
monad T= (RL, q, R&L). 
Proof. By Beck’s theorem (see MacLane [8, p. 1471) it suffices to show that 
RI : ‘<I -+Ens creates coequalizers for those parallel pairsf,g : G+Hin VI for which 
Rd=fA and Rig = gA have an absolute coequalizer e : HA +Z in Sets. Thus for such 
an e we must show first of all that there is a unique pair consisting of an object Nof 
VI and a morphism e’ : H-N of %I with the property that RlN= NA =Z and 
Rle’=eA =e and then show that e’ coequalizes f and g in %I. Let N : &j-Sets be 
defined on objects N(lLfA) = the set theoretic coequalizer of &,A) and gnl,A). If 
a : LIJA -&A in -Y/o, then we let Na be the induced map on coequalizers N(I_LJA) 
-N(LLIA). Clearly the coequalizer morphism e&4) : H(LLrA)-N(LLfA) of f(u,,.t) 
and g[&A) determines a natural transformation e’ : H-N with RIN= NA = Z and 
Rle’= e;l = e. Upon applying the product functor fl I to the diagram 
we find that 
(1.11) 
is a coequalizer diagram since e is an absolute coequalizer. Using diagram (1.9) and 
a similar diagram for H we find that the left hand sides of 
(1.12) 
commute for f and for g since they are commutative modulo projections by natura- 
lity off and of g. Since @G and @H are isomorphisms there thus exists a canonical 
isomorphism ~JI : RuVA = n/ZdN(&A) which cIearly commutes with projections. 
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Thus N is in Vi. Suppose h : H-L with hf = hg : G-L. Then hitfA = hAgA and hA 
factors uniquely through the coequalizer e; = e of fA and gA as hA = hAe;t. We thus 
have a diagram 
G(k) I I Ml,) 
GA fa HA . &I 
\ 
e*=e 
MI,) I ,I LW (1.13) 
NA 
h’A r”” 
Let h’ : N+L be defined by hiu,A) = @LO nlh> 0 @G ‘. Clearly h’e’= h : H+L since 
on projections 
= hhN(Q 0 e(rr,A) = h;le;lH(k) = hAH(lx) = L(dh(w). 
The uniqueness of h’ is clear since e’ is epic for each object lL[A. Furthermore 
naturality follows easily from (La 0 h’)e’= La 0 h = h 0 Ha = h’e’Ha = (h’ 2 Na)e’ 
since e’ epic and h and e’ natural. 
In the preceding theorem it is implicitly assumed that two objects or maps in ‘G 
are the same on objects of de if identical on A. This ensures the required uniqueness 
of the pair (N,e’). Even without this assumption a slight modification of the proof 
shows immediately that we may regard K as an equivalence of categories (cf. [8, 
p. 15 1, exercise 61). 
Corollary 1.14. The functor F : .d -+ VI of diagram (1.7) is the comparison functor. 
More precisely, 
(1.15) 
commutes for C and K the comparison functors to the category SetsT of algebras 
over themonad T=(RL,~,REL)=(RILI,~I,R~&ILI). 
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Proof. Recall that FX is just .z/( -,X), sometimes written [-,X1. restricted to -a/J. 
The comparison functor C applied to X is just 
(RX, Rex) = ‘, IA Xl, [A JUr, Al 
[A. cXI 
- [AXI) 
., 
where [A, EX](Y : A -+LLpt,xlA) = EX 0 y. The comparison functor K applied to FX is 
just 
where 
(RIFX,RIEIFX) = <(FX)A,(aFX)(A)) 
= ([A,X],(EIFX)(A) : [A, I_L A]-+(FXM) 
W’X)A 
(aFX)(A)(y : A * J._l A) = ((FX)y)(xx,(~x~ = Iv, Xl(Xjxe [AXI 
IAXI 
=(x)oy=&XOy 
where (x) is the element used in the definition of EI in Proposition 1.8. The last 
equality holds by (1.4) since EX is the unique morphism such that EX 0 ix =x and thus 
{x} =EX since {x} 0 l.,- = [I.~, X](x) = ((FX)l,)(x) =x by the remarks after (1.9). 
Thus KFX= CX and a similar result holds for morphisms. Thus (1.15) holds by 
Theorem 1.10. 
Remark 1.16. The Kleisli category of the monad generated by L i R is equivalent o 
the full subcategory of % generated by the image of the algebraic theory .,& of A 
under F : .d-+ %I. This is clear from MacLane [8, p, 1441, plus the fact that 
LI( / Sets 1) = FL( / Sets 1) = F( 1 do I). 
By a result of Beck appearing in [8] the functor C : .d+Setsr of (1.15) has a left 
adjoint CL defined on objects (X,a : RLX-X) of SetsF by c~(X,a) = the coequal- 
izer of 
LRLX=+ LX (1.17) 
provided such coequalizers exist in .FY’. Then from (1.14) the functor F has left 
adjoint CI = Cr 0 K. 
For applications it is useful to have a more explicit description of CI. Thus given 
G : .z’$ -+ Sets in ‘6’1 we have 
KG= (RIG,RIEIG : RILIRIG-RIG) = (GA,(EIG)A : [A, 2 A]+GA). 
Thus GIG appears in the coequalizer diagram 
L(le,G)A) 
LRLGA- LGA- GIG (1.18) 
ELGA 
which in this case is exactly the diagram 
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We can now describe how the left hand pair of morphisms in (1.19) act on injections 
to the coproduct. 
Proposition 1.20. For emh QE ?/‘(A,&b!A) = [A,LLGAA] and for each Wechn 
la : A+U[A.U~~AIA of the coproduct it follows that E(u~,,.-I) 0 la = a and also that 
U(~,G)AA 0 la= ly for y=(Ga){~)~m. 
Proof. The first equality follows immediately from the definition of EB in (1.4) for 
the case B=UGAA. For the second equality we observe that for f : X-+ Y the 
morphism Lf = UJA is the unique one with LLfA 0 la = rrcU) for all aE X by (I .3). 
Thus U(E,G)AA 0 la = II(&~G)AI((I) for each aE [A, LIGAA]. But [(eIG)A](a) 
= (Ga){xlx,GA by definition of &I in Proposition 1.8. The reSUh follows. 
2. Secondary operations 
Proceeding in the same spirit as in the first section we find that the diagram 
analogous to (1.7) is 
(2.1) 
where CI i F and K are as in Section 1. Let .?/I be the full subcategory of .:/generated 
by L(Sets)UCl( Xi). Explicitly then .dl has an object l._LfA corresponding to each 
ZE (Sets 1 and a quotient object GIG of I_LGAA corresponding to each GE 1 Xi 1. 
Let YzCEn&? be the full subcategory of functors preserving the products and 
equalizers defining the objects of ~‘f.1 that is, turning all coproducts HIA and all 
coequalizer diagrams 
of d into products and equalizer diagrams in Sets, respectively. The functor 
F2: d-+ %2 is defined by FzB=[-,B] j.,r;, the restriction of [-,B] to _di. The 
functors L2 and R2 are defined by LZ =F~CI and RtQ= Q restricted to sd$, 
respectively. 
An object Q of ‘ez may be regarded as a set QA with operations and partial 
operations defined. The operations Qa : flfQA-+QA are defined for each 
a : A-HIA with IE ISets as in the first section. Furthermore, to each diagram 
LLAA GIG-A (2.3) 
GA 
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with o the coequalizer map defining GIG, there corresponds a diagram 
(2.4) 
with Qa manic by definition of Q in j ‘$1. We then say that Qa’ is a partially 
defined GA-ary operation n G..IQA -+QA of Sets( n CAQA, QA) with domain of 
definition Q(CI G). 
In particular for Q = FzB= [ -, B] 12;~ 1 ‘82 1 the diagram (2.4) becomes 
l-I RB= g [A$++[ g ABI 
GA 
IO. 81 (2.5) 
[a’. 81 
+ [A, B] = RB. 
The morphism [(r’, B] is thus a partially defined GA-ary operation on [A, B] = RB. 
Combining (2.5) with the isomorphism 
[A i Blz II MB1 
GA 
we obtain the relation 
[a’,Bl O [a,Bl-' O WB O @B (2-W 
which we regard as a partially defined map of 
Sets@4 l-l Bl, [A, Bl)= 34 n B,B). 
GA GA 
That is, (2.6) is regarded as a partially defined map of YK. 
A secondary operation (K, a? of type G on the category dis the unique sequence 
of natural transformations 
[A g -I+ n W-1+-[ gA.-I 
GA 
t 
(2.7) 
determined by K : {A}+dand (r’ : A*GIG. The value (K,a’)B of this sequence of 
transformations at BE 1 d 1 is precisely the relation (2.6), which, as we saw in the 
preceding paragraph, can be thought of as a partially defined shape morphism 
n GAB-‘B. 
A secondary operation (K, a’) of type G can thus be regarded as a partially defined 
GA-ary operation on the shape category since, for a given a’ : A-+ClG, there is a 
partially defined shape morphism (K, a’)~ : fl GAB-* B determined for each B E ) .Y ] . 
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We may also identify the operation (K,a’) with the induced partial GA-ary 
operation 
on the horn functor R. The functor Fz : d-r ‘(2 is the secondary functor and ~2 is 
called the category of secondary operation algebras. 
We note that an object FzB E Fz.9 c %2 may be regarded simply as an object 
BE 1 .I/K/ = 1 .Y / with all primary operations (K, a) and all secondary operations 
(K, a’) applied to B, for K fixed. (cf. paragraph containing (2.3)). Furthermore the 
operations (K, a’) of type G are classified by the elements of [A, GIG]. 
A broader class of secondary operations may be obtained, if desired, by letting o 
in (2.3) range over all coequalizers of (parallel) pairs of maps between coproducts of 
copies of A and proceeding as before. 
As in the first section we may now show that CI --i F : .Y-+ %I and f.z - Rz : ‘4’ %I 
generate the same monad Tz. The category ‘/;z may be regarded as the category of 
algebras over TZ as in Theorem 1.10 and F2 : .++ '62 is the comparison functor as in 
(1.14). As in (1.17) and (1.19) an adjoint C’z may be defined for Fr whose existence 
depends only on the existence of certain types of coequalizers. The process may be 
repeated inductively to describe higher order operations of type n. 
In order to provide a grounding for the preceding theory we next examine in detail 
some examples of primary and secondary operations in algebra and then illustrate 
how the algebraic and topological cases are dual. 
3. Examples 
We first remark on the use of the terms “structure” and “semantics” by referring 
to the diagram 
(3.1) 
which is first of all just diagram (1.7) relabelled with dcalled ./and A called 1. We 
make the further requirement that every object of Y be in the image of L. Then 3 is 
an algebraic theory in the sense of Lawvere (cf. [6, 21) except that we have dropped 
the requirement that objects of Y be finite coproducts of 1. The structure of 
R = [l, -1 in the sense of section one is just the theory 5 = /‘/which is the structure 
of R in Lawvere’s sense. The semantics of the theory /7 in our sense is just 
RI : VI ‘Sets which is again the same notion as used by Lawvere, although we note 
that VI, the full subcategory of product preserving functors in SetsY’, is itself 
sometimes referred to as the semantics of X 
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For our next example we turn to the instance of diagram (1.7) labelled as follows 
(3.2) 
where .Y is the category :/, of groups and A is the infinite cyclic group Z. But by 
Corollary 1.14 
(3.3) 
commutes for K : ‘61 *Setsr and C * . :+-+Setsr the comparison functors. But in this 
case C is an isomorphism by [8, p. 1521, using an argument like the one in Theorem 
1.10. Thus F is an isomorphism and CI : %I-+ 5 is the adjoint and inverse of F. 
More generally F has inverse CI if in (3.2) Z is replaced by the free algebra on one 
generator and. :$‘is replaced by any category of algebras defined by a set I? of finitary 
operations and a set E of relations in the sense of Cohn [3]. 
We now describe the primary operations. The operation (K, a) of type I on i4 
corresponding to a : Z*LI.IZ is a natural transformation which, up to iso- 
morphism, is just the induced I-ary operation 
[a, -1 o w : ~++LZ, -1 -[Z,-]=R 
on the functor R. In fact, the value of the primary operation (K, ar) at the group B is 
precisely the shape morphism 
[@a cl v/s o @B : [Z, Iye+ IjI[Z,E]~ [+LZ,E] 
+ LZ 4 E Sets ([Z, VEI, [Z, El) = 34 VE, B] 
as described in (1.5). 
Proposition 3.4. Let K : {Z) 4 !9. Then the set of primary operations (K, a) of type I 
on 5 is classified by the free group on I generators. 
Proof. The primary operations indicated correspond to the set R(UIZ) = [Z, LLlZ] 
=I_LrZ = the free group on I generators. 
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We next consider the coproduct diagram 
z1‘zuz~z (3.5) 
with t the generator of Z and x= art and y = I.J the generators of the free group 
ZUZ. The primary operations for I a 2 element set are then all those of the form 
(K,a)g : [Z,BxB]A [Z,B] x [Z,B]----=-+ [zIlz,B]- [Z,B] 
where there is an a : Z+ZUZ corresponding to each element of ZUZ. For 
example, if att =x, then the corresponding (K, al)s(a, 6) = a. SimiIarly if azt =xy, 
then (K,az)g(a,b) =ab or if aJt=xyx, then (K, a3)(a, b) = aba = (K, az)B(a, ba) 
= (K, aMa, (K, az)s(b, a)) for (a, b) E B x B = [Z, B x B]. From such details, extended 
to all elements of the free group LLIZ, we are led to the following result. 
Proposition 3.6. Given K : {Z} -+ :9 and a fixed primary operation (K, a) of type I it 
follows that for each group B the operation (K,(r) may be regarded as an I-ary 
operation on B, namely, 
?B-‘-’ [Z, n&2--+ nrz,s]~[lrz,B]~[Z,B]~B. (3.7) 
I I I 
Furthermore the element of the free group LLJZ corresponding to a prescribes how 
the operation in (3.7) may be built up iteratively from a class of operations 
consisting of a 0-ary operation, a unary operation, a binary operation and pro- 
jections. 
For example the specific binary operation referred to in (3.6) is the ordinary 
group multiplication map (K, a:)a : B xB-B. This comes from the primary 
operation (K,az) where, as in the paragraph preceding (3.6) the morphism 
a: : Z-Z11Z is defined by at(t) =xy. 
Thus it is not too surprising in this case that the primary operations, applied to a 
given group, are just the operations built up from the ordinary group operations. 
It turns out in this example that the secondary operations add nothing new. This 
may be seen “externally” by looking at 
(3.8) 
which is just (2.1) transcribed for this example. By (3.3) F and CI are isomorphisms. 
It turns out that by Beck’s theorem F2 is an isomorphism and thus the category ~2 of 
secondary operation algebras is isomorphic to %I, the category of primary operation 
algebras. 
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We next look “internally” at secondary operations for K : (Z} -+ Y. In brief, a 
secondary operation (Ra’) of type G with a’ : Z+CIG is the sequence of natural 
transformations described in (2.7) whose value (K, a’)~ at each group B is a partially 
defined GZ-ary operation on E. More precisely, (K,~‘)B is just the relation 
[ar’,B] 0 [cr,B] -I 0 WB 0 @B of (2.6) as illustrated in the diagram 
where we identify B and [Z,B]. 
Lemma3.10. IfK : {Z} * 9 and G E 1 Xi 1, then every element of CI G can be written I’ 
in the form ag, for some element g, in the generating set {gk 1 k E GZ 1 of J_LczZ. 
Proof. If gfz GIG, then g= era for some ~YELLGzZ= [Z,J._LozZ] since 0 appears in 
the coequalizer diagram 
and is thus onto. Diagram (3.11) 
Proposition 1.20 if 
gz LCIG (3.11) 
is just diagram (1.19) rewritten for A = Z. But by 
is the coproduct injection corresponding to CI, then 
E(u~~z) 0 la = (Y and Ll z 0 In = ly 
(E,C)Z 
for y = (Ga)(xX, GZ in GZ. But ry(t) = g, and d is a coequalizer in (3.11). Thus 
ag, = era = g, as required. 
We note that Lemma 3.10 is not true, for example, if we replace Z by ZZ, as we 
shall see later. 
Proposition 3.12. If K : {Z}- Y and a’ : Z~CIG for GE / ‘XI 1, then every 
secondary operation (K,a? of type G is trivial. That is, each secondary operation 
(K, a’) applied to a group B is a partially defined projection n ozB-+B. 
Proof. An element (b;)ozE ~GZB determines Q, : lLozZ+B by @(g;)= b; for g; the 
generator of UozZ corresponding to iE GZ. If (b,)oz is in the domain of definition 
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of the relation illustrated in (3.9), then there is a factorization 
(3.13) 
for a unique 6 since CJ is onto. Then the secondary operation (K, a? applied to (b;)oz 
is just a: 0 (a,)-’ 0 ty~ 0 qb(bi)~z = a: 0 (a,)-‘@ under the identification of HGZB 
and [J,..LGzZ,B]. But a: 0 (a,)-‘@=a: 0 $=$ 0 a’ : Z-+ClG-B. Then for t the 
generator of Z we have ($ 0 a’)(t) =&a’(t)) = &ag) for some g in J_LozZ since o is 
onto. But by Lemma 3.10 it follows that ag = og, for some YE GZ. Thus $(ag) 
= &agy) = @g:, = by and the result follows. 
For our third example we consider the inclusion functor K : {ZZ}-+ 5, for ZZ the 
cyclic group of order 2, in order to give a specific illustration of the existence and 
nontriviality of some secondary operations in algebra. Some of the details of this 
example derive from Bergman [2]. In this case (1.7) becomes the diagram 
(3.13) 
But RB is the set of homomorphisms Zz-B. Thus for a given group B \ve ma! 
identify RB with {X\XE B and x? = l}, the set of elements of exponent 2 in B. 
The primary operation (K, a) of type I corresponding to K : {ZZ) - ‘/I and 
a .: ZZ-+I..IIZZ is just the natural transformation whose value at the group B is 
precisely the shape morphism 
[a, Bl O WB O @B : [Zz, y Bl ---L T]I [ZZ, Bl A [I+ZZ. Bl-+ [ZZ, Bl 
in Sets([Zz, n/B], [Z, B])= .YK( n/B, B] as described in (1.5). We recall that (K,a) 
may be regarded as an I-ary operation on the functor R= [ZZ, -1. up to iso- 
morphism, since (K,a) 0 Q-r : nlR-+R. 
Proposition 3.15. Let K : {Zz} - :5 be the inclusion. Then the set of primar? 
operations (K,a) of type I is classified by the subset of LLIZZ consisting of the 
identity element ogether with all conjugates of the I generating elements. 
Proof. The primary operations indicated correspond to the set R(&Zz). The 
elements indicated in the Proposition clearly belong to R(_Ll122) = [Z?,UIZZ]. By a 
remark of Bergmann [2] there are no other elements in the set. 
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We consider the special case of the coproduct diagram 
z2 --f-Z2~Z2d--Z2 (3.16) 
with t the generator of ZZ and x = txt and y = 1~~ the generators of the free product 
ZLLZ2. The primary operations for I a 2 element set are then all those of the form 
(K,a)s : [Z2,BxB+[Z2,L?] x [22,B]+[z2uZ2,B]= [Zz, Bl 
where (r : Zz+Z2_LIZ2 is of the form at =z-‘xz or w-‘yw or the identity by (3.15). 
If a~t=y-‘xy, then (K, a1)&6) = b-lab for (a, b) E [Zz, Bx B]. Similarly if 
a2t =x-‘yx, then (K,az)~(a, b) =a-‘ba and if a$ = (xy)-‘y(xy) =(yx)y(xy), then 
(K, as)&, 6) = (ba)b(ab) = (K, aI M(K, ad&z, b), 6). 
Note that ~a@,s(a, 6) : ZfiZz-+B is defined by 
VB@L@, b&l = a and vs&da, bW1 = b 
for x and y the generators of ZJ1Zz. From such details, extended to I&22, we are 
led to the following result. 
Proposition 3.17. Given K : (Z2) + ~9 and a fixed primary operation (K, a) of type I 
it follows that for each group B the operation (K, a) may be regarded as a partial/? 
defined I-ary operation on B with domain of definition the elements of exponent Z 
in B. Furthermore, each nonconstant operation is built up iteratively from conju- 
gation and projections. 
Remark 3.18. If K: {Z)- Yor if K : (22) -+ 5; then a primary operation (K,a) as 
defined in (3.6) or (3.17), respectively, leads to an I-ary operation in the shape 
category YK. In the first case this leads to an actual I-ary operation on :5 as in (3.7) 
but in the second case it leads only to a partial I-ary operation on .A as in (3.17) or 
precisely, for a given group B, to an I-ary operation on elements of exponent 2 in 
that group B. In other words the description of the primary operations in terms of 
shape is invariant no matter whether Z, ZZ or some other group is chosen, but the 
description of the primary operations in terms of ~5 itself varies from object to 
object. 
The category Vi of primary operation algebras is by definition the one ivhose 
objects are product preserving functors W: ..Y$ --‘Sets and whose morphisms are all 
natural transformations between such functors. In this case the objects of .:/e are the 
coproducts I.IIZZ for I a set. Naively, therefore, W consists of the following data: a 
set WZz, an I-ary operation on WZZ corresponding to each primary operation (K, a) 
with a : Zz-I_IlZz and certain relations between the operations given implicitly by 
the fact that W is a functor. Moreover in this case the operations and relations 
between the operations can be finitely presented. That is, the category /I is 
isomorphic to the category Inv of all sets having a 0-ary operation e and a binary 
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operation ,D defined with .u(x,.v) written x’ and satisfying the identities e’= e, Y = X. 
Y’=x, (x”)v=x and x(-“‘)= ((2(“)“);. The category Inv is called the category of invo- 
lution algebras as in [2]. Furthermore &~,y) =Yis just the operation of Inv corre- 
sponding to 
W(C,,) : Iv(&) x W(Z,) = W(ZzlLZ2)+ W(Zr) 
in Sets for C,, : Z:-+ZZLI.Z~ the morphism defined by CgJ(t) = 9; ‘g.,g, where f is the 
generator of 2~ and g,r and g,” are the generators of ZLI.Z? and correspond to the .Y 
and y variables of W(Z:) x W(Zz) = W(ZLLZ:), respectively. 
It is clear that there are lots of involution algebras around since for each group B 
the set of elements of exponent 2 in B forms such an algebra. This follows since the 
value FB of the functor F : P-+ 61 is the functor [ -,B] restricted to the full sub- 
category ~‘0’ of .ri* generated by {H~Z~~IE iSets! }. That is, FB can be thought of 
as the involution algebra [Z:, B] with binary operation 
P = WWC,,) : [Zz, Bl x I&, Bl - L-Z:, Bl 
with ,~#,y) =x’=y-‘xy and 0-ary operation e = (FB)(Z?-LLI=QZI = 1, the one 
element group): [l,B]-[Zz,B] the one picking out the trivial homomorphism. The 
functor FB applied to other morphisms of .-lo’ just give operations on [Z?, B] built up 
iteratively from p, e and projections. 
For the case of secondary operations we consider the following form of diagram 
(2.1) 
(3.19) 
As in the previous example a secondary operation (K, a’) of type G for K: { ZL} -+ 4 
and a’ : Zr-+ClG is the sequence of natural transformations of (2.7) rearitten as 
[Z24 -I+ rI [Zz, - I---+ [ 2 a, - 1 
czz 
’ T 
I b. -I (3.20) 
ICIG, -1 La: [Zz, - 1. 
The secondary operations of type G are thus classified by the elements of 
exponent 2 in GIG. Applying the sequence (3.20) of natural transformations to a 
group B we end up with a relation which is a partially defined map in 
Sets([Zz, n B], [Zz, Bl) = YK( II &B), 
GZ: CZZ 
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i.e. a partially defined GZ:-ary operation in the shape category. Note that 
(Ka’) 3 @-I is a sequence of natural transformations fl~z:R+R, i.e. a partially 
defined GZ:-ary operation on R. 
For this particular K we observe that a secondary operation (K,a’) of type G 
determines a partially defined G&ary operation on each group B which is precisely 
the relation 
18 0 [a’,B] 0 [o,B]-’ 3 v5 2 ~$5 3 (ln~)-’ 
illustrated by 
[d,G,B]= [Zz,B] ZB 
where IB may be regarded as the inclusion in B of the elements of exponent 2 in B. 
Remark 3.22. If K : {Z} -, ://or if K : (22) - :+, then a secondary operation (K, u’) is 
the sequence of natural transformations appearing in (2.7) with A replaced by Z or 
Zz, respectively. This leads in both cases to a partially defined GA-ary operation in 
the shape category on each group B, that is, a partially defined GZ-ary or GZJ-ary 
operation on [Z,B] or [Zz,B], respectively. In the first case this leads directly to a 
partially defined GZ-ary operation in B, described in (3.9), since B = [Z, B] and in 
the second case leads more indirectly to the partially defined GZz-ary operation in 
B, described in (3.21), since [Zz,B] is isomorphic to a subset of B. For a more 
general group A than Z or Z2 the partially defined GA-ary operation on shape 
derived from (2.7) will not yield a partially defined operation on a group B unless 
[A, B] can be naturally identified with a subset of B. In summary, the description of 
secondary operations in terms of partially defined shape operations on a group B is 
invariant no matter whether Z, Z2 or some other group is used for A. But in terms of 
the category Y itself the description of a secondary operation as a partially defined 
group operation on B varies from object to object, as in (3.9) and (3.21), or may not 
exist. 
We recall that the number of secondary operations is determined by the elements 
of exponent 2 in GIG and the arity of the operations by GZ2. We next show what 
these operations actually are for a particular G in YI. 
Let G be the involution algebra with 2 generators and one relation X” =x. It turns 
out that G has underlying set S = {e,x,y,~+}. Let G be the member of 71 
corresponding to G under the identification of %i and Inv described previously. 
Then GZ2 = S. 
Proposition 3.23. There are 4 secondary operations of type G on 3; for G the invo- 
lution algebra just described. 
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Proof. It sufficient to show that GIG is the abelian group {e,s,y,,~yuy) on generators .r 
and y with relations -6 = 1 =y?. By MacLane [8, p. 81, Theorem Z(ii)], all vve have to 
do is give a universal arrow qc : G+F({e,s,_v..u_v}) since CI -F : /,- /I. Given 
in Sets representing the value at Z2 of the natural transformations qc and a in ’ 1 
with vc defined at Zz by qc(e) = e, r,-G(X) =.Y, fJ&) =y and f~c(_v’) =x-‘_v.Y=Y there 
exists a unique group homomorphism p : {e,s,y,xy)+B such that [Z2,8] 3 qc=a. 
This is true since for any homomorphism p which works, the equations 
/3e = /3qGe = ae, /?x = &cx = ax, By = /Qcy = a! and &xy) = /?,~fi.v =way determine p 
uniquely and, conversely, the function determined by these equations is a homo- 
morphism. 
Corollary 3.25. The 4 secondary operations of (3.23) each determine a partialI> 
defined 4-ary operation B’+B for each group B. 
Proof. It sufficient to observe that GZ? = .S has 1 elements since GZ? determines the 
arity of the operation appearing in (3.21). 
The operations of (3.25) will be completely determined once we have a precise 
description of the values of 0 in the coequalizer diagram 
(3.26) 
We recall from Proposition 1.20 that for each morphism a E [Z~,UGZ~Z:] and for 
each injection 
of the coproduct it follows that 
and also that 
II Z2Ola=ly 
(E,ClZ~ 
where ~=(Ga){x).~~cz~. 
Thus thinking of the coequalizer group as a quotient of the quotient set of UGZ:Z: 
determined by the equivalence relation - on words of the free product generated 
out of the pairs consisting of images of generators in I_L[z,~~~,z,~Z~ under the pair 
of maps in (3.26) we find that a- lY is the typical generating pair. Thus [a] = [ly] in 
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CtG where cy and I? are identified with their values in J_Lcz,Zz and [cc] is just GU 
regarded as a coset of LIoz,Z:. Furthermore we let g,,g,,gY and gl_Vrl be the four 
generating elements of LLcz,Zz corresponding to the elements of GZ: = {e,x,y,y’}. 
Proposition 3.21. The group CIC is abelian and of order 4 generated by elements 
[g.,] and [g!] of exponent 2. Furthermore D : UczIZr-+ CI G is defined on generators 
by age = 1 in CI G, agr = [gJ and ag, = [g!l = a(gY.& 
Proof. Clearly GIG is generated by the 4 elements [g,], [g.J, [g.,.] and [g!,] of 
exponent 2. From (3.15) it is clear that the elements a~ [Z~,lIcz,Zz] correspond to 
the generators ge, g,, g, and g_VY of .LLoz,Zz and their conjugates. In other words u 
itself is built up iteratively from conjugation by generators and coproduct 
injections. For example, suppose a corresponds to g,; ‘g!g.< in J_Loz2Z:, then 
a = l.lly 0 C,v : 22-+ J_I. z2- Jl 22 
I.zvl CZz 
where I,~! is the map induced by the injections I,~,!~ : Z~-+LLcz~Z: to the x and y 
factors, respectively, and C,,. is defined by C,,Y(t)=g,,‘g,g,V for g.r and gJ the 
generators of lL(.r.riZz and t the generator of Zr. As we have seen previously U- I:, 
for y = (G~){x}.~~Gz,. But from the commutative diagram 
(3.28) 
G( I_L Z2) 
(.K.Vf 
with {x),~~cz~=C~{~},~,GZ, itfollows that 
Y=(Ga)(x)r~cz2=G(C~,~) o P., { ). ‘cvx reGZ, = G(C&,y) = G(CgJw) =y’ 
where the third equality holds since Cg,r(t) is @ 0 Cg,(t) for I$ : ZLLLZ~-+ZZLI.Z: the 
map interchanging generators g,V and g., and the last equality follows by letting 
I#‘= G in the discussion preceding (3.19). Thus a- fY = +. In other words, since a is 
identified with its image we have [g;‘g!g.J = &I. But since o is a homomorphism 
and GIG is abelian of order 4 as identified in (3.23) we have [g,V_r] = [g.“]. Similarly 
[gel = [identity]. 
The 4 secondary operations (K, a;) of type G can now be precisely described for each 
group B. They may be regarded as the following 4 partially defined 4-ary operations 
on B, namely, [a;, B] 0 [o, B] -I 0 WB 0 @B, for i= 1,2,3,4, as illustrated by the 
diagram 
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The morphisms a:: Zz+ClG are defined by a;(f) = e, (y;(f) = [gx], aj(t) = [gY] and 
ab(t)= [gJ[g,] for t the generator of Z2 and GIG is the abelian group 
{e, kxl. kY1. kxl kYl1 as described in (3.27) or simply {e,x,y,xy} as in (3.23). 
We now give the domain of definition and values of these operations. If 
r= (a, 6, c, d) is a 4-tuple in a group B which is in the domain of definition of @, then 
we must have a2 = 62 = Cz =d2 = e for e the identity of B. Furthermore 
IJB 0 @8(r) : L&Zt-+B is the map with values CI, 6, c and d on generators ge, gx, g, 
and gb.+ respectively. For ws 0 @8(r) to be in the domain of definition of [a, B]-’ 
we must have a factorization 
1l z2 AC,G-U-B (3.30) 
GZ2 
of WB 0 @I for some w, which must be unique since CJ is epic. Using the values of 
CJ from Proposition 3.27 this means that 
a = ws O @s(r)& = I//age = W[gel = W( 1 c,c) = e. 
Furthermore 
d= wagcvx) =wkw~l = wkl = wvY = WE o cps(rkY= c. 
Finally since GIG is abelian this means that 
bc = WE 0 h3(r)(gxgy) = w(agm+) = v(agyagx) = cb. 
Thus the domain of definition of each of the 4 partially defined 4-ary operations 
(K, a$= [a;, B] 0 [CT, B]-’ 0 I,UB 0 @B is the set (e, 6,c, c) of all 4-tuples of B 
satisfying cb = bc and 62 = Cz =e. The operations have the following values, 
namely, (K,ai)s(e,b,c,c)=e, (K,ai)B(e,b,c,c)=b, (K,aj)&e,b,c,c)=c and 
(K, ai)s(e, b, c, c) = bc. Thus one of the operations is nontrivial. 
4. Comparison of the algebraic and topological cases 
The classical topological approach to secondary operations can be illustrated by 
the following diagram 
E&!-+ K(n3, n3) 
/ 
/ 
/ P 
/ 
/ I 
x- K(n1, ml- 
0 (I KC 772, n2) 
(4.1) 
of topological spaces where K(7r;,n,) are Eilenberg-MacLane spaces for i= 1,2,3. 
There is a l-l correspondence between homotopy classes of maps of the type 
a : K(m, nl)+K(n2, n2) and the natural transformations H’Q( - ;TII)~H”Z( - ;nz), the 
latter being the set of primary operations of type (nt, no : 722, nz) in the usual sense as 
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described, for example, in Mosher-Tangora [9]. The morphism p is the fibration 
induced by a with fibre F a K(n2, n2 - 1). Then corresponding to b] E [&,K(ns, n?)] 
-H”J(&, 7~) there is a secondary operation @ which arises from the natural trans- 
formation flu, : [ -, Em] -, [ -, K(n3, Q)]. The traditional definition arises by letting @ 
at X be the relation ,u*@.)-I, as illustrated by the diagram 
KK(m, m)l 
I 
P. (4.2) 
1x9 J%l~ w, &x3, n3)l 
Proposition 4.3. The homotopy class of ~7 : X+K(nl,nl) is in the domain of 
definition of @=p,@.)-’ if and only if a 0 Q is null homotopic. 
Proof. If [a]=p,~], then a-p/l and hence aoa-app-0 since ap factors 
through path space of K(n2,nz). For the converse we observe that p is the weak 
kernel of a in the homotopy category. That is, [a] 0 [p] = 0 and p has the universal 
property but not necessarily the uniqueness property of the kernel. Thus [a][~] = 0 
implies that [a] = lp]lp] =p.[p] for some Ip] : X-E@, not necessarily unique. 
The indeterminacy is due to the fact that p* is not manic in general even though 
[p] is a weak equalizer in the homotopy category. 
Secondary operations in general are defined using products of Eilenberg- 
MacLane spaces as in the diagram 
EC& K(n, n) 
7 I 
/ 
/ 
/ P 
i 
(4.4) 
/ 
/ 
XT fl K( x1, n;) A n K( nj, nj) 
I a: J 
where p is the fibration induced by a = aI - a2 and ,U is a given map. We compare 
this with the algebraic case of the previous section using the diagram 
,CIG c--z2 
/ / 
/ 
i 
P' 
/ 
/ 
B +-+_IZ2 
1 
_UZ? 
J 
(4.5) 
where p’ is the coequalizer of ai and a’r in the category :/, of groups as in (3.26) and 
p is the weak equalizer of aI and a2 in the homotopy category A. Corresponding to 
v E [Zr, GIG] there is a secondary operation (K, v) of type G, in the sense of Sections 
2 and 3, arising from the natural transformation v. : [GIG, -]-[Z2, -I. lclore 
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precisely, on a given group B, (K, v) is the relation v. 0 @‘.)-I as illustrated in the 
diagram 
(4.6) 
[Cib, B+- [Zz, Bl 
which is dual to (4.2). We note that this relation is a partially defined operation on 
[zz, B] with no indeterminacy since p’* is a monomorphism. 
Thus the algebraic and topological cases are dual. The main difference is that 
there is no indeterminacy in the algebraic higher order operations simply because 
coequalizers exist in the algebraic case. Fibrations induced in the manner shown do 
not play as strong a role in the topological case since they are only weak kernels and 
indeterminacy arises as indicated after (4.3). The only other difference between (4.4) 
and (4.5) arises because of a small technical point, namely, if we restrict ourselves to 
products of a single K(n, n), then that K(n, n) plays the (dual) role of the object A in 
diagram (1.1) and (4.5) is then dual to a restricted version of (4.4). If we want to 
have the whole K(Tc, n) spectrum instead of a single K(n,n), then we simply replace 
the object A of (1.1) by a discrete subcategory of Sd and work the theory through 
from that starting point arriving finally at a diagram like (4.4) in the topological 
case and a dual generalized version of (4.5) in the algebraic case. 
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